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Faculty

Chair

Patrick Burke (https://music.wustl.edu/people/patrick-burke/)
PhD, University of Wisconsin

Endowed Professor

Todd Decker (https://music.wustl.edu/people/todd-decker/)
Paul Tietjens Professor of Music
PhD, University of Michigan

Professor

Jeffrey Kurtzman (https://music.wustl.edu/people/jeffrey-kurtzman/)
PhD, University of Illinois

Associate Professors

Patrick Burke (https://music.wustl.edu/people/patrick-burke/)
PhD, University of Wisconsin

Ben Duane (https://music.wustl.edu/people/ben-duane/)
PhD, Northwestern University

Robert Snarrenberg (https://music.wustl.edu/people/robert-snarrenberg/)
PhD, University of Michigan

Christopher Stark (https://music.wustl.edu/people/christopher-stark/)
DMA, Cornell University

Alexander Stefaniak (https://music.wustl.edu/people/alexander-stefaniak/)
PhD, Eastman School of Music

Paul Steinbeck (https://music.wustl.edu/people/paul-steinbeck/)
PhD, Columbia University

Assistant Professors

Lauren Eldridge Stewart (https://music.wustl.edu/people/lauren-eldridge-stewart/)
PhD, University of Chicago

Esther Kurtz (https://music.wustl.edu/people/esther-kurtz/)
PhD, Brown University

Parkorn Wangpaiboonkit
PhD, University of California, Berkeley

Professor of the Practice

William Lenihan (https://music.wustl.edu/people/william-lenihan/)
BMus, University of Missouri-Columbia

Senior Lecturer

Amanda Kirkpatrick (https://music.wustl.edu/people/amanda-kirkpatrick/)
MM, University of Missouri-Columbia

Lecturers

Christopher Douthitt (https://music.wustl.edu/people/christopher-douthitt/)
MFA, Princeton University

Amy Greenhalgh (https://music.wustl.edu/people/amy-greenhalgh/)
MA, Oxford University

Professors Emeriti

Hugh Macdonald
PhD, Cambridge University

Craig Monson
PhD, University of California, Berkeley

Dolores Pesce (https://music.wustl.edu/people/dolores-pesce/)
Avis Blewett Professor Emerita of Music in A&S
PhD, University of Maryland